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Espernza All In One USB Card Reader EA130
Esperanza All In One USB Card Reader EA130 is a versatile device that combines convenience, fast data transfer and compatibility with
multiple systems. It is ideal for those who need a reliable tool for reading different types of memory cards. Offering data transfer speeds
of up to 480MB/s with its USB2.0 connector, the EA130 provides efficiency and time savings.
 
Versatile compatibility
The  Esperanza  EA130  features  impressive  compatibility  with  various  operating  systems,  including  Windows
98/2000/ME/NT/XP/VISTA/Windows  7,  Unix  and  MAC  OS  8.6  or  higher.  This  versatility  makes  the  reader  an  ideal  choice  for  users  of
various  platforms,  from IT  professionals  to  ordinary  computer  users.  Regardless  of  the  system in  use,  the  EA130  provides  stable  and
reliable operation.
 
Fast data transfer
Thanks to its USB2.0 connector, the Esperanza EA130 offers high-speed data transfer of up to 480MB/s, which is crucial for users who
want to quickly transfer photos, videos and other large files. This speed significantly impacts productivity, allowing for lightning-fast data
copying and backup. This makes the EA130 not only practical, but also efficient for everyday use.
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Support for multiple card types
The Esperanza EA130 card reader offers support for a wide range of memory cards, including SDHC, SD, MMC, RS-MMC, Mini-SD (with
adapter),  Micro  SD  (with  adapter),  TF  (with  adapter),  XD,  MS,  MS  DUO,  MS  PRO  DUO and  M2  (with  adapter).  This  variety  makes  it  a
versatile device that will meet the needs of many users, from photographers to gamers. The ability to support a variety of memory cards
without the need for multiple different readers is a huge advantage for anyone who values order and efficiency.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelEA130Number  of  slots5Data  transfer480MB/s  (USB2.0)Compatibility  with  systems:Windows
98/2000/ME/NT/XP/VISTA/Windows  7/Unix/MAC  OS  8.6  or  higher.Supports  cards:SDHC/SD  /  MMC  /  RS-MMC  /  Mini-SD(adapter)  /  Micro
SD(adapter) / TF(adapter) / XD / MS / MS DUO / MS PRO DUO / M2(adapter)

Price:

€ 4.50
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